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Contract Size
112,000 lbs
10 mt tones
37,500 lbs
50,000 lbs
5,000 bu
5,000 bu
5,000 bu

Sugar
Cocoa
Coffee
Cotton
Soybeans
Wheat
Corn
Trading Times

Electronic

Initial Margin
US$1047.00
US$2090.00
US$2970.00
US$2915.00
US$2480.00
US$1500.00
US$900.00
10:00 – 7.30

Tick Value
11.2
10
18.75
5
12.50
12.50
12.50

Main Session

Tick Size
0.01
1
0.05
001
0.25
0.25
0.25

CCY
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD

01:00 – 06:30

OVERVIEW
•

‘Weather’ to buy now or ‘weather’ to buy later……………….

COMMENTARY
GRAINS: Large shorts in Corn (for good reason!)

SOFTS: For every buyer there is a seller and vice versa.

Recent World Agricultural Supply and Demand Estimates
(WASDE) surprised with a 270 million bushel estimate
which was higher than expectations.

Cocoa rallies eleven sessions in a row as shorts exit an
oversold situation. Now overbought.

South American crop, as always, is hard to estimate but
the lower currency backdrop gives them an advantage
over U.S. sourced grain. Comfortable production out of
France and the Ukraine is a background factor.
So we await planting progress, weather forecasts and
then crop progress reports as we enter Spring. Grains are
trading at the lower end of five year ranges with Corn /
Wheat below their 200 day moving averages and
Soybeans holding above at .898. Watch a break below
.878.
Recommendations: “Weather” to put a trade on?
It is all weather dependent from here. Any approach to
re-test recent lows then tender bids. With a wet Spring
generally food for the season outlook; patience – buy the
dip? Consider a Call Spread. Breadth and depth is large
as farmers will hedge should this U.S. / China tariff drama
conclude as expected. Please ring for specific ideas.

Coffee is registering a large short position as
fundamentals weigh. (Brazilian exports are expected to
be up 40% over the previous year). Repeat 92-98 range
for now.
Sugar appears more balanced in a backdrop of healthier
output and inventory.
Cotton is another commodity that is tied to U.S. / China
trade issues regarding tariffs like soybeans. China imports
large percentages of the surplus U.S. supplies and they
cannot replace that volume with other suppliers.
Orange Juice: USDA upgrades global output by 4.2
million tonnes to 51.8 million tonnes and May Orange
Juice drops to two year lows in four sessions.
Recommendations: Perhaps a short Cocoa Long Coffee
Spread?
Otherwise buy a break down to new lows in Coffee circa
89.00. Rallies from here appear constrained given
fundamentals. Please ring in for specific ideas to suit your
risk appetite.
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Dealing Desk Contact Details
Auckland:

FX Desk
Futures & Options Desk
Equities Desk
Carbon, Dairy & Energy Desk

+64 9 523 2221
+64 9 523 1166
+64 9 524 8712
+64 9 521 7802

Wellington:

Wellington Retail Desk

+64 4 499 0028

OMF’s Full Disclosure Statement is available free and available on request or from our website.
DISCLAIMER: This report is solely for general information purposes and does not purport to make any representation upon which you may reasonably rely without
taking further or more specific advice. While the information herein has been obtained from sources believed by OM Financial Limited (OMF) to be reliable, OMF
gives no warranty or representation as to its accuracy, completeness or fairness. Persons who rely on it do so entirely at their own risk. Any information contained in
this report is only intended as a class service and does not take into consideration your personal circumstances or financial position. You should first consider your
own personal situation prior to making any investment decision. The information herein may be changed or withdrawn at any time without notice. This email is
intended to be read or used by the addressee only. It may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient any use, distribution, disclosure or
copying of this email is strictly prohibited. Confidentiality attached to this communication is not waived or lost by reason of the mistaken delivery to you. If you have
received this email in error, please notify us immediately and delete it.
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